FALO File

Sparrowreed
Moonbeam
Race: Wood Elf
Gender: Female
Homeland: Crystalmyst
Profession: Queen of Crystalmyst, Mistress of the Chasm
Manor
FALO Standing: Moonstone Holder

As a child, Sparrow had no knowledge of origins as
she was a foundling, adopted by an elfin scribe and her
mate and taken to live in a small village known as Wicker.
Years later, following the destruction of her village, Sparrow journeyed throughout the lands creating
mischief and breaking hearts along with her fellow elflings; Springmeadow and Shadesong. It was through
these journeys that the ‘Triumvirate’ met up with Elowyn Ka, Ghostdancer and Raven at a festival. Still
essentially children, the trio became the first to find a home amongst the fey clan of FALO.
By chance, Sparrow was conversing with Starshadow and noticed the elfstone that hung about his neck.
Touching the stone revealed a surprising connection between Sparrow and the enigmatic thief. The two were
in fact siblings. Having blood ties to Starshadow opened the door to their past. Eventually, Sparrow learned
of Crystalmist, her parents and her birth and how she was sparred from the Goblin Wars.
Upon meeting Kyara, the Triumvirate took in the lost elfling and when Sparrow’s gift of song allowed
her to sing humans through the Crystalmist Stargate backfired, it was Kyara who risked her life to save the
princess. As a result, their two souls merged, forging an empathic bond that even Kyara shields cannot quell.
Kyara father Braethen was revealed to be the Captain of the Guard and placed the newborn princess into the
Stargate thus saving her from perishing in the Goblin Wars.
Today, Sparrow makes her home in the Chasm Manor, what was once the palace of Crystalmist. Along
with her mate Avestrus Hawksender, she is desperately trying to uncover the mysteries of her emerging
Elemental powers whilst repairing the heavily damaged manor and keeping their two children from
wandering into the Chasm.
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